
Joey 40 Cart™Joey 30 Cart™

Joey™ Line Easily Charge, Store 
and Secure Your Devices

Compatible & Efficient.1 The Joey Line is 
designed to store a variety of devices with or 
without cases. This allows you to efficiently 
charge multiple devices at one time.

Shared Use. Not enough devices to go around? 
No problem. Our lightweight Carts enable 
devices to be quickly and safely shared between 
multiple areas. Optional Device Baskets make 
deployment even faster.

Affordable. Enjoy all the features of a 
LocknCharge Cart at a more entry-level price.

Secure. Protect your device investment. Our 
high-quality steel construction and padlocks 
assure that devices are secured when not in use.

Future-Proof. Removable racks and Baskets 
allow the Joey Line to adapt to future needs as 
devices change or new technology is added. 

Small Footprint. Joey 30 and 40 Cart lids open 
vertically and fold down completely, leaving a 
smaller footprint in tight spaces.

Top Loading Cart Design. The newly  
designed lid now folds all the way down to 
the sides of the Cart, allowing for unrestricted 
access to devices from all four sides. Plus, no 
more bending down to remove devices from a 
bottom shelf. 

It just makes life easier.
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Eliminate Time-Consuming Cart Wiring. Cabinet style 
carts can take 2-3 times longer to wire compared to our 
top-loading Joey Carts.

1 The unique side channel system holds cables in place 
making it easy to plug in devices.

2 Our new “tool box” design stores bricks in a removable 
tray for ultra-easy access to bricks, cords and cables.
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1 May not fit all devices. Please check the dimensions of the device and the Carry Basket. Some Power Adapters may not be compatible.  Contact us for details and compatibility.   
For complete details on our warranties, please visit lockncharge.com/eu/warranty. Chromebook is a trademark of Google Inc. 

www.lockncharge.com/eu 
Phone: +44 (0) 208 441 4107  |  europesupport@lockncharge.com

Carts Number of Bays

Range Baskets Function Wheel Size Compatibility1 40 30

Joey 40 Optional  5” Chromebooks, Laptops,  
MacBooks, Tablets and iPads

£999
€1,179

Joey 30 Optional 5” Chromebooks, Laptops, 
 MacBooks, Tablets and iPads

£899
€1,099

  = charging function

Joey™ Line Product Details & Pricing

Joey 40 Specs:  830 mm (H) x 646 mm (W) x 891 mm (L)  |  50 kg     
Joey 30 Specs:  830 mm (H) x 646 mm (W) x 710 mm (L)  |  41 kg     


